A method for the amplification of Paramecium micronuclear DNA by polymerase chain reaction and its application to the central repeats of Paramecium primaurelia G surface antigen genes.
This paper describes a method which allows the amplification of Paramecium micronuclear DNA. Amacronucleate cells are first obtained by an appropriate treatment with nocodazole, a microtubule depolymerizing agent which blocks the elongation of the macronucleus and the distribution of the micronuclei at cell division between the two daughter cells; then, DNA from such cells is amplified by the polymerase chain reaction technique. We have applied this method to the problem of the central repeats of the G surface antigen of P. primaurelia (strain 156). The central repeats consist of a 74 amino acid sequence repeated in tandem. The sequence identity of these repeats is also found in the nucleotide sequence even at silent codon positions, suggesting the existence of a mechanism of identity maintenance acting at the nucleotide level. Mechanisms based on RNA secondary structure which are frequently proposed as an explanation of this phenomenon are unlikely to be valid in this case. One can, therefore, imagine that these repeats might originate from one micronuclear sequence through duplicative processes which could occur during the formation of the macronucleus. We have used the described technique to amplify the micronuclear version of the central repeats and showed that it is identical to the macronuclear version, thus ruling out the above hypothesis. Therefore, intragenic recombination appears to be the most likely explanation of the sequence identity of these central repeats.